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1

Larry Goves Distant airports

5’44

Kathryn Williams flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Tom McKinney classical guitar
Stephanie Tress cello • Larry Goves electronics

2

Claudia Sessa (arr. Larry Goves) Occhi io vissi di voi #1

2’05

Carl Raven alto saxophone

3

Larry Goves Music inspired by Siouxsie and the Banshees’ ‘Suburban relapse’
played with little regard for coordination or tuning

6’39

Kathryn Williams flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Tom McKinney electric guitar
• Stephanie Tress cello

4

Larry Goves Borneo rivers

5’04

Kathryn Williams flute, piccolo, bawu • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Tom McKinney electric guitar
Stephanie Tress cello • Larry Goves electronics

5

Matthew Sergeant Matters of Matter #4 A bowed string instrument is played
with a found branch, twig, or similar...

2’29

Larry Goves violin with found bow

6

Larry Goves Music for melody instruments, objects, and electronic sounds

3’44

Kathryn Williams flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Tom McKinney classical guitar
Stephanie Tress cello • Larry Goves electronics

The House of Bedlam © Tom McKinney

7

Sarah Hennies Growing Block

7’05

Kathryn Williams flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone and bass clarinet • Tom McKinney classical guitar
Stephanie Tress cello • Larry Goves piano, acoustic guitar, objects

8

Claudia Sessa (arr. Larry Goves) Occhi io vissi di voi #2

3’48

Kathryn Williams alto flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Stephanie Tress cello

9

Amber Priestley With wholesome hunger plenty

10’02

Kathryn Williams flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Tom McKinney classical guitar
Stephanie Tress cello • Larry Goves electronics

bl

Larry Goves Nehemiah 2

5’20

Kathryn Williams alto flute • Carl Raven alto saxophone • Stephanie Tress cello
• Larry Goves electronics

Total timing

52’10

NOTES BY LARRY GOVES
Some years ago, as a culmination of
a residency focusing on collaborative
composition, I made a short piece of simple,
mostly unison, repeating melodies for a
spatialized trio as a maybe-backgroundmaybe-foreground to some expert electronic
sounds and improvising by the excellent
Bill Thompson. Not quite a collaborative
composition (for then we should have been
a quartet) our two other accomplices had
departed unwell over the preceding 48
hours. A week of preparation and work
in progress adrift, we needed to make
something quickly. Unison melodies for a trio
placed around the room trying to coordinate
despite the unrelated electronics appealed
to me given our situation: everyone wanting
to be together but the circumstances
conspiring against it.
In April 2020, when I started putting
together the music for Enclosure,
COVID-19 meant that everyone wanted to
be together, and the circumstances were
really conspiring against it. So, despite the
fact that these recordings were all made
(and more than half of the pieces written
or arranged) during lockdown with each
4
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player recording at home and sending to
me for editing and mixing - the music has
been written or chosen to reflect on what
it is to play together and to play apart.
This collection, therefore, includes music
played in obsessive unison, played entirely
independently, composed after the sounds
were recorded, and in one case downplaying
the importance of the instrumentalist
entirely.
There are three pieces particularly
concerned with playing in unison.
Distant airports, and Music for melody
instruments, objects, and electronic
sounds are older pieces written in 2011 and
2018. The former, originally Music for virtual
airports and written for recorder, guzheng,
and cello, was made as an epilogue to a
concert for Aldeburgh Young Musicians,
designed to bring two underused student
instrumentalists and the other member of
staff (cellist Oliver Coates) musically and
literally together. The latter written especially
for the House of Bedlam’s appearance in
the BBC’s Open Ear series, is a piece for
any instruments and objects, written, in
part, to reflect on making new music for
amateur music ensemble CoMA. A simple
melody shifts to the left then the right,

the antiphonal movement dramatically
speeding up as the melody otherwise
repeats unchanged, with percussive
sounds from objects, and harmonies from
the electronics following in canon. Music
inspired by the opening of Siouxsie
and the Banshees’ ‘Suburban relapse’
played with little regard for coordination
or tuning, a source material too good to
ignore when frustratingly forced to stay at
home in the Manchester suburbs, consists
of aggressively played unison chords that
gradually pair off, before leaving everyone
on their own. It’s very loosely inspired by the
opening bars and spirit of the Siouxsie and
the Banshees track.
I often refer to these obsessive unison
pieces as ‘easy’ despite exasperated players
assuring me otherwise; they’re exposing
and challenging to play precisely. As each
recording was sent to me in advance,
the players working to click track where
necessary but never playing to recordings
of each other (I wanted every line to be
musically shaped, as far as possible,
without the stress of detailed coordination),
I became responsible for the precise
ensemble interaction, and I’m now less
inclined to refer to them as easy.

Borneo rivers takes this further, a graphic
score originally written, with detailed notated
realisations, for clarinettist Heather Roche’s
lockdown call for miniatures, based on the
shapes of the six southern rivers running
loosely in parallel towards the south coast
of Borneo. This was a chance to allow
the players to contribute without worrying
about click tracks, tuning, and precise
notated rhythm, an invitation to simply play
and improvise. These sounds are used to
create the piece, modified in the synthlike saxophone drones in the opening,
unchanged and more freely superimposed
for the moments of greater activity.
The two arrangements of one of singer and
nun Claudia Sessa’s (c.1570 – c.1619)
two surviving pieces, Occhi io vissi di voi,
were also created considering the tensions
between playing together and playing apart.
I invited Carl Raven to play the beautiful
melody at different tempi and with different
engagements with the ornamentation. In
the first arrangement these are simply
superimposed to end simultaneously, an
improvisatory mensuration canon. In the
second arrangement, one of these lines
is electronically slowed down (further
emphasizing the musicality and malliability
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of Carl’s performance) and, in contrast, is
joined by a rhythmically severe (always five
beats on, two beats off) accompaniment
dominated by low alto flute and mid-range
cello harmonics.
This collection, made as a labour of love,
also exists to emphasize musical and
personal friendships beyond the core
ensemble. The three other composers
included in the collection are friends of
the group, whose music we already have
a relationship with. I commissioned the
American composer Sarah Hennies’
Growing Block as part of my one-year
stewardship of the annual CoMA Open
Score commissions, having programmed
her work at the Royal Northern College of
Music and for the House of Bedlam. This
has included her solo snare drum Psalm 2,
an homage to Alvin Lucier’s Silver Streetcar
for the Orchestra, the extraordinary hourlong work for instrument, objects, and video
exploring transfeminine identity Contralto,
and the extremely open Everything Else.
This is music characterised by its generosity,
the performance instructions are more
like invitations to make decisions, and
invitations to explore listening in a particular
space at a particular time. Sharing these
6
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characteristics, Growing Block comprises of
14 minute or 30-second long (in this case
the latter), blocks of sounds, with choices
made by the performers guided by Sarah,
providing fourteen windows into vibrant
‘blocks’ of sound.
The ensemble first performed Matthew
Sergeant’s music in 2009 and, as such,
have been in the privileged position to
see his approach and music evolve over
time. The work included here is part of an
ongoing series Matters of Matter currently
consisting of eight pieces made over the
opening months of 2018. These are pieces
that celebrate the sounds that objects
or materials make for themselves, often
downplaying or entirely eliminating the need
for human performers. Examples include:
a preconstructed pile of 50 or more nails
being separated one-by-one, highlighting
unpredictable cascading sounds; a tangle of
twine string soaked in vinegar, suspended
above a metal sheet covered in bicarbonate
of soda, the irregular consistency and
rhythm of the dripping creating music from
percussive fizz; or contact microphoneamplified-sounds of different pencil leads
being worn down with writing.

In this piece and version, A bowed string
instrument is played with a found branch,
twig, or similar…, I used two branches
found in our back garden to bow the open
strings of a violin and the seductive, glitchy,
AMSR-like music emerges from the irregular
texture of the branches.
Amber Priestley wrote Abroad to beg your
bacon for the ensemble in 2018 and it is
included here in its studio version as With
wholesome hunger plenty. As with the
example from Sarah and Matthew, this is
a piece characterised by its generosity,
offering a graphic, text, and notated score
that serves as a sequence of invitations and
provocations. It invites the performers to
collectively choose (in advance) their own
sounds and approaches to a renaissance
melody played in unison or slightly offset,
to spontaneously and theatrically decide
to navigate graphically notated solos, to
invite others to join in, or to choose to
interrupt, and ultimately to race to the end.
As such this piece connects the themes of
the record together, it’s a piece that charts
the performers’ entangled interactions
from independence to working collectively
through support and (friendly) competitivity.
The eccentricity of this version is that all

these interactive decisions, so important
to the live version of this music, are made
by me in the studio. This was a significant
enough shift in emphasis for Amber to
rename the piece, although everything
that happens here could plausibly happen
live. She sums up her piece, alongside a
request to ‘please play’, with the following
quote from Paul Watzlawick’s The Situation
is Hopeless, But Not Serious: (the Pursuit
of Unhappiness) which captures some
of the spirit of the whole album and the
circumstances:
This is no game, this is serious.
They are playing a game. They are
playing at not playing a game.
This collection ends with Nehemiah 2, the
last thing we recorded (in January 2021),
and the first thing we recorded in its original
shorter version (in April 2020). The piece
takes an unrecognisably distorted sample of
blues legend Nehemiah Curtis ‘Skip’ James
that preserves a shadow of the contour,
shape, and wail of his voice, written about
100 years after he was likely to have written
and performed his first songs. Blues has
been a music I’ve returned to all through my
adult life and crafting a simple slowed-down
7

blues for alto saxophone, alto flute, and cello
seemed like a perfect accompaniment to
the elusive ‘Skip’ James sample. While I was
grappling with questions of appropriation,
being moved by hearing the group play
‘together’ for the first time in lockdown, and
speculating on my perspectives of isolation
and separation, the news of the murder of
George Floyd broke. Here was a harrowing
example of what happens with real longterm social separation, and the importance
of bringing people together in whatever
ways we can.
© 2021 Larry Goves

LARRY GOVES ON NMC
Just Stuff People Do NMC D198
London Sinfonietta • Martyn Brabbins conductor
André de Ridder conductor • Oliver Coates cello
Sarah Nicolls piano • Sound Intermedia electronics
Live from State of the Nation 2001 NMC D078
Featuring Larry Goves’s walking underground
performed by London Sinfonietta
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THE HOUSE OF BEDLAM
Larry Goves director/composer/electronics
Kathryn Williams flutes
Carl Raven saxophones/clarinets
Tom McKinney guitars
Stephanie Tress cello + guests
The House of Bedlam performs exploratory
and experimental music with a focus on new
and challenging instrumental performance
practice, including object performance,
electronic music, improvisation, and
installation. It is a flexible core of four
instrumentalists and a composer, and they
often collaborate with the writer Matthew
Welton. They have performed all over the
UK, including Café Oto, LSO St Luke’s, The
Purcell Room, the Glasgow CCA, Aldeburgh
Festival, Being Human Festival, and the
Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival.
Based in Manchester, they enjoy a close
relationship with the Royal Northern College
of Music. They have been broadcast on BBC
Radio 3, and have previously released music
with Nonclassical.
www.houseofbedlam.co.uk

LARRY GOVES
Larry Goves is a British composer, artist, and
music lecturer based in Manchester (UK).
His work has been presented, performed
and broadcast around the world by
numerous groups and individual musicians,
and has been released on NMC, Dutton,
Prima Facie, Slip, Nonclassical, Prah,
LSO Live and on the London Sinfonietta’s
Label. He is a Paul Hamlyn Award for
Composers recipient, has been shortlisted
for an RPS Award and is a former recipient
of a Jerwood-Aldeburgh Opera Writing
Fellowship. An experienced curator, he
was the co-curator of Manchester’s New
Music North West, curated experimental
concert series Decontamination at the Royal
Northern College of Music (RNCM), and
is the director of ensemble, The House of
Bedlam. He was the composition tutor for
the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain
for ten years and is the former Composer-inResidence for Royal Holloway, University of
London. He currently devises and delivers
the Britten-Pears Young Artist Programme
course, ‘Composition, Alternative
Performance, and Performance Art’, and is a
Senior Lecturer in Composition at the Royal
Northern College of Music.
www.larrygoves.com

SARAH HENNIES
Sarah Hennies is a composer and
percussionist based in Ithaca, NY. She
is the recipient of a 2019 Foundation for
Contemporary Arts Grants to Artists award
and a 2016 fellowship in music/sound from
the New York Foundation for the Arts. She
is currently a visiting professor in electronic
music at Bard College.
www.sarah-hennies.com
AMBER PRIESTLEY
The focus of my practice is derived from
the meeting points found in the act of
collaboration. As both composer and sound
designer, a particular interest of mine is
musicians who perform both music and
theatre, often using open-form scores, in
order to provide situations where time is
not fixed. Some performances include: And
Yet Something Shines, Something Sings
in that Silence (Bozzini Quartet, hcmf//);
There, I’ve said it, I’ve put my cards on the
table. (London Sinfonietta commission);
Floors are Flowers, Take a Few (EXAUDI,
Tectonics Festival); and Ev’ry evening, ev’ry
day (LCO Soloists with Mira Benjamin,
nu:nord commission). I have been called a
score-maker, because the physical process
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of making scores by hand is central to my
artistic practice, as is the visual aspect of
the completed score, especially the play
between notational markings and the simple
but elegant staves in conjunction with the
materiality of paper.
www.amberpriestley.com
MATTHEW SERGEANT
Matthew Sergeant’s work is frequently
performed worldwide and has been
commissioned and/or performed by many
internationally acclaimed ensembles,
including the London Symphony Orchestra
(UK), the BBC Concert Orchestra (UK),
CEPROMusic (Mexico), BCMG (UK),
Divertimento Ensemble (Italy), ELISION
Ensemble (Australia), and the Nieuw
Ensemble (Netherlands). Matthew’s work
has featured at major international new
music festivals, including Festival Musica
(France), hcmf// (UK), Sirga Festival
(Spain), and Sydney International Festival
(Australia). Matthew studied at the Royal
Northern College of Music and the University
of Huddersfield and is currently Reader in
Music at Bath Spa University (UK).
www.matthewsergeant.com
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